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Aman May 28 2020 This is the extraordinary first-person account of a young woman's coming of age in Somalia and her struggles against the
obligations and strictures of family and society. By the time she is nine, Aman has undergone a ritual circumcision ceremony; at eleven, her
innocent romance with a white boy leads to a murder; at thirteen she is given away in an arranged marriage to a stranger. Aman eventually runs
away to Mogadishu, where her beauty and rebellious spirit leads her to the decadent demimonde of white colonialists. Hers is a world in which
women are both chattel and freewheeling entrepreneurs, subject to the caprices of male relatives, yet keenly aware of the loopholes that lead to
freedom. Aman is an astonishing history, opening a window onto traditional Somali life and the universal quest for female self-awareness.
Katy and the Big Snow Jan 16 2022 Geappolis is hidden under a blanket of snow until a red crawler tractor saves the day
Choo Choo Jul 22 2022 The adventures of a beautiful little locomotive who decided to run away from her humdrum duties.
Virginia Lee Burton Sep 12 2021 Examines the life, career, artistic style, and literary themes of the twentieth-century author and illustrator of
such classic picture books as "Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel" and "The Little House."
Collecting Children's Books Aug 19 2019 The world's definitive guide to identifying and valuing collectable children's books. A treasure trove of
classic books from "Alive in Wonderland" to "Harry Potter". Includes a listing of over 15,000 titles by the most collectable authors with current
values of all first editions.
Maida's Little House Oct 13 2021 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a
quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements
with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Katy and the Big Snow Apr 07 2021 Katy saves the day when the city of Geopolis is hit by a big snowstorm.
The Lantern House Jan 24 2020 Over multiple generations, different families make changes to a house in order to make it a home.
A House That Once Was Jun 16 2019 Illustrated by the winner of the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal 2017, Lane Smith, and chosen as one the
New York Times Best Illustrated Books 2018. Two children come across an abandoned house deep in the woods and imagine who could have
lived there. Deep in the woods is a house just a house that once was but now isn't a home. A House That Once Was is a beautifully illustrated
exploration of time, imagination and the nature of home that is sure to provoke discussion. Lane's artwork is a riot of colour and rich texture that
perfectly matches the poetic text written by the New York Times-bestselling author, Julie Fogliano. This evocative, rhyming story is perfect for
reading out loud.
Maybelle the Cable Car Jun 21 2022 Maybelle was a cable car a San Francisco cable car. . . She rang her gong and sang her song from early
morn till late at night. . . . By recounting the actual events in San Francisco's effort to keep the city's cable cars running, this classic story
illustrates how the voice of the people can be heard in the true spirit of democracy. Virginia Lee Burton's original art for Maybelle the Cable Car
was retrieved from the archives of the San Francisco Public Library to re-create this edition with all the vibrant charm of the original, which was
published in 1952.
Mike Mulligan and More Apr 19 2022 A collection of four books by Caldecott Medal winner Virginia Lee Burton which feature characters who
become heroes through determination and the ability to adapt to change.
Maybelle the Cable Car Nov 02 2020 Maybelle loves to carry people up and down the hilly streets of San Francisco, until the City Fathers
decide that she should be taken out of service in the name of progress.
Little House Coloring Book Mar 06 2021 Join Laura Ingalls, her Ma and Pa, and her sisters, Mary, Carrie, and Grace, on their travels across the
frontier in this beautifully designed coloring book, which includes classic artwork by Garth Williams and quotes from all nine original Little
House books. Color in your favorite pioneer characters and scenes as you revisit this beloved series!
Lives of Houses Feb 05 2021 Notable writers—including UK poet laureate Simon Armitage, Julian Barnes, Margaret MacMillan, and Jenny
Uglow—celebrate our fascination with the houses of famous literary figures, artists, composers, and politicians of the past What can a house tell
us about the person who lives there? Do we shape the buildings we live in, or are we formed by the places we call home? And why are we
especially fascinated by the houses of the famous and often long-dead? In Lives of Houses, notable biographers, historians, critics, and poets
explores these questions and more through fascinating essays on the houses of great writers, artists, composers, and politicians of the past. Editors
Kate Kennedy and Hermione Lee are joined by wide-ranging contributors, including Simon Armitage, Julian Barnes, David Cannadine, Roy
Foster, Alexandra Harris, Daisy Hay, Margaret MacMillan, Alexander Masters, and Jenny Uglow. We encounter W. H. Auden, living in joyful
squalor in New York's St. Mark's Place, and W. B. Yeats in his flood-prone tower in the windswept West of Ireland. We meet Benjamin Disraeli,
struggling to keep up appearances, and track the lost houses of Virginia Woolf and Elizabeth Bowen. We visit Benjamin Britten in Aldeburgh,
England, and Jean Sibelius at Ainola, Finland. But Lives of Houses also considers those who are unhoused, unwilling or unable to establish a
home—from the bewildered poet John Clare wandering the byways of England to the exiled Zimbabwean writer Dambudzo Marechera living on
the streets of London. With more than forty illustrations, Lives of Houses illuminates what houses mean to us and how we use them to connect to
and think about the past. The result is a fresh and engaging look at house and home. Featuring Alexandra Harris on moving house ? Susan Walker
on Morocco's ancient Roman House of Venus ? Hermione Lee on biographical quests for writers’ houses ? Margaret MacMillan on her mother's

Toronto house ? a poem by Maura Dooley, "Visiting Orchard House, Concord, Massachusetts"—the house in which Louisa May Alcott wrote
and set her novel Little Women ? Felicity James on William and Dorothy Wordsworth's Dove Cottage ? Robert Douglas-Fairhurst at home with
Tennyson ? David Cannadine on Winston Churchill's dream house, Chartwell ? Jenny Uglow on Edward Lear at San Remo's Villa Emily ? Lucy
Walker on Benjamin Britten at Aldeburgh, England ? Seamus Perry on W. H. Auden at 77 St. Mark's Place, New York City ? Rebecca Bullard on
Samuel Johnson's houses ? a poem by Simon Armitage, "The Manor" ? Daisy Hay at home with the Disraelis ? Laura Marcus on H. G. Wells at
Uppark ? Alexander Masters on the fear of houses ? Elleke Boehmer on sites associated with Zimbabwean writer Dambudzo Marechera ? Kate
Kennedy on the mental asylums where World War I poet Ivor Gurney spent the last years of his life ? a poem by Bernard O'Donoghue, "Safe
Houses" ? Roy Foster on W. B. Yeats and Thoor Ballylee ? Sandra Mayer on W. H. Auden's Austrian home ? Gillian Darley on John Soane and
the autobiography of houses ? Julian Barnes on Jean Sibelius and Ainola
The Little House Sep 24 2022 The little house first stood in the country, but gradually the city moved closer and closer.
With Lee in Virginia Aug 11 2021
The Little House Oct 25 2022 A country house is unhappy when the city, with all its buildings and traffic, grows up around her. A Caldecott
Medal Book.
Calico The Wonder Horse Dec 15 2021 Way out west in Cactus county lived a horse named Calico. She wasn’t very pretty, but she was smart
and could run like greased lightning. When villain Stewy Stinker threatens to hold up Santa Claus on Christmas Eve, will Calico the Wonder
Horse be able to save the day? This gift edition celebrates the 75th Anniversary of this classic tale by Caldecott medalist Virginia Lee Burton, the
author of Mike Mulligan and the Steam Shovel. With an updated cover, it's the perfect holiday present for children of all ages.
Jamestowne Ancestors, 1607-1699 Jun 28 2020 "A list of all the individuals who can be documented as having lived on [Jamestown] Island
between 1607 and 1699, either as land owners or as members of the House of Burgesses or as other officials is presented here"--Pref.
Little Blue Chair Jul 18 2019 A sweet, whimsical tale that chronicles the journey of a chair as it changes hands and uses. Perfect for fans of The
Good Little Book, Something for Nothing and Virginia Lee Burton's The Little House. Boo's favorite chair is little and blue. He sits in it, reads in
it and makes a tent around it...until the day he grows too big for it. His mother puts the little blue chair out on the lawn where a truck driver picks
it up. The truck driver sells it to a lady in a junk store where it sits for many years until it's sold and put to use as a plant stand. In the years that
follow, the little blue chair is used in many other ways -- on an elephant ride, in a contest, on a Ferris wheel, in a tree...until the day it flies away,
borne aloft by balloons, and lands in a garden of daffodils where a familiar face finds it. A charming, beautifully illustrated read-aloud that
follows the adventures of a little chair, beginning as the seat of a small child who loves books and circling back to that child's child many years
(and bottoms) later.
"Bare Knees" Flapper May 08 2021 ? One of the most popular Hollywood child stars of the late 1910s, Virginia Lee Corbin was well known to
fans worldwide. With her mother as her manager, Corbin retained her popularity as she grew older. She performed in vaudeville for a couple of
years before continuing her film career. Corbin fit well into the flapper mold of the Jazz Age and appeared in many films throughout the 1920s.
As she matured, her mother found it ever more difficult to control her. Corbin led a difficult life. After her mother’s suicide attempt, she found
that all the money she had earned was gone. Her marriage (at age 18) failed and she was eventually separated from her children. The flapper
struggled to remain relevant in the sound era and was trying to make a comeback when she died at 31 in 1942.
Many Moons Feb 23 2020 Though many try, only the court jester is able to fulfill Princess Lenore's wish for the moon.
Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel Aug 31 2020 When Mike Mulligan and his steam shovel, Mary Anne, lose their jobs to the gasoline,
electric, and diesel motor shovels, they find a new opportunity in a very surprising place.
Reading 2007 Big Book Grade K Unit 1 Week 1 the Little School Bus Mar 26 2020 An assortment of animals, including a goat in a coat, a quick
chick, and a hairy bear, ride the bus to and from school.
Song of Robin Hood Feb 17 2022 Rediscovers fifteen of the original ballads of Robin Hood, presenting the texts, the music, and intricate
illuminations.
Selvakumar Knew Better Jul 30 2020 Based on a true story from the devastating tsunami of 2004, this tale is about a courageous and loving dog
who saved a boy's life. When Papa yells for his family to run, seven-year-old Dinakaran misunderstands and runs toward his house by the shore.
Luckily, his dog Selvakumar knows better and drags him out, forcing him to flee up the hill to safety. Animal lovers of all ages will love this
heartwarming story with incredibly rendered illustrations.
Laura's Little House Oct 21 2019 Children are invited to lift the flaps to find out how Laura spends her day
Soft House Jan 04 2021 On a rainy afternoon, a little brother and big sister make a cozy house from blankets and cushions with the help of Mr.
Cat.
A Home Again Dec 03 2020
Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel Aug 23 2022 A modern classic that no child should miss. Since it was first published in 1939, Mike
Mulligan and His Steam Shovel has delighted generations of children. Mike and his trusty steam shovel, Mary Anne, dig deep canals for boats to
travel through, cut mountain passes for trains, and hollow out cellars for city skyscrapers -- the very symbol of industrial America. But with
progress come new machines, and soon the inseparable duo are out of work. Mike believes that Mary Anne can dig as much in a day as one
hundred men can dig in a week, and the two have one last chance to prove it and save Mary Anne from the scrap heap. What happens next in the
small town of Popperville is a testament to their friendship, and to old-fashioned hard work and ingenuity.
The Old House Apr 26 2020 An old empty house feels sorry for itself because it has no family living inside, but with the help of some good
friends, its dreams come true.
Art Starts with a Line Sep 19 2019 An accessible guidebook designed to teach and inspire, Art Starts with a Line offers everything you need to
master the art of line drawing, whether the goal is to draw for fun or to illustrate an original masterpiece! Line drawing involves using a
combination of fine lines and bold strokes to create artwork of any kind—from basic folk art to more sophisticated illustrations. This form of art
requires minimal tools, making it both affordable and portable. In Art Starts with a Line, artists of all skill levels are invited to learn how to draw
almost anything starting with simple lines and basic shapes. Following a brief introduction to tools and materials, as well as some easy exercises
and techniques for warming up to basic drawing tools, you will explore a variety of subjects. You'll draw plants and flowers, architecture and
cityscapes, animals, and everything in between. These projects aren't restricted to black and white either! You'll find techniques for adding color
with colored pencil, marker, pen, even digitally. Art Starts with a Line presents everything you'll need to know to learn how to successfully create
line drawings of all types. Whether your goal is to create a custom logo for a client, or to simply decorate your planner—it's all here. Packed with
engaging instruction, tips, and beautiful step-by-step artwork, the Art Starts Series presents an approachable and heartwarming guide to line
drawing designed to both inspire and teach beginning artists how to create meaningful artwork using simple lines and mindful prompts.
Mike Mulligan and More Nov 21 2019 Best known for the ever popular Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel and the Caldecott Medal winner
The Little House, Virginia Lee Burton wrote and illustrated stories that have been entertaining children, parents, and grandparents for more than
sixty years. Many of her books—with themes that honor a simple way of life and celebrate heroes who endure through determination and by
adapting to change—have become classic American tales. With an introduction by Barbara Elleman, author of Virginia Lee Burton: A Life in

Art, this handsome collection commemorates four of Burton’s most popular stories, each featured complete and unabridged. Their appeal today,
as strong as when the books were first published, is a tribute to one of America’s most innovative illustrators, designers, and writers of stories for
children.
Life Story May 20 2022 Earth takes center stage in this updated version of Virginia Lee Burton’s 1962 classic Life Story. Told through five acts,
Burton’s art and text tell the history of earth from beginning to present day. Readers will gain an in-depth understanding of the planet’s history
and their leading roles in it today. The ebook has been updated with cutting-edge science, including up-to-the-minute information on fossil
records and the geologic principles.
Mike Mulligan and More Nov 14 2021 Best known for the ever popular Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel and the Caldecott Medal winner
The Little House, Virginia Lee Burton wrote and illustrated stories that have been entertaining children, parents, and grandparents for more than
sixty years. Many of her books—with themes that honor a simple way of life and celebrate heroes who endure through determination and by
adapting to change—have become classic American tales. With an introduction by Barbara Elleman, author of Virginia Lee Burton: A Life in
Art, this handsome collection commemorates four of Burton’s most popular stories, each featured complete and unabridged. Their appeal today,
as strong as when the books were first published, is a tribute to one of America’s most innovative illustrators, designers, and writers of stories for
children.
Big Machines Jun 09 2021 In this loving tribute to Virginia Lee Burton, the New York Times best-selling creators Sherri Duskey Rinker and
John Rocco pay homage to the storied life of one of the most beloved creators in children’s literature. Everyone in Folly Cove knows Virginia
Lee as “Jinnee.” With her magical wands she can draw whatever she imagines, but for her sons Aris and Michael, she draws the most wonderful
characters of all: BIG MACHINES with friendly names like Mary Anne, Maybelle, and Katy. Her marvelous magical wands can make anything
move—even a cheerful Little House.
And Yet They Were Happy Jul 10 2021 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD longlist nominee, Helen Phillips's debut novel, And Yet They Were
Happy is "A gallery of marvels." A young couple comes of age in a surreal world of apocalypse, delight, longing, and tenderness. "Brilliant
miniatures. . . . Like the fables of Calvino, Millhauser, or W.S. Merwin. . . . Beautifully blends short story and prose poem. . . . Mermaids,
subways, floods, cucumbers, magicians. . . .The book is a gallery of marvels. Phillips guides us through the 'Hall of Nostalgia For Things We
Have Never Seen, ' 'the factory where the virgins are made, ' and 'the Anne Frank School for Expectant Mothers.' A depressed Noah admits he
'didn't get them all, ' a wife guesses which of two identical men is her husband, a regime orders citizens to grow raspberries on windowsills.
[Helen Phillips'] quietly elegant sentences are as clear as spring water, haunting as our own childhood memories."--Michael Dirda "A deeply
interesting mind is at work in these wry, lyrical stories. Phillips exploits the duality of our nature to create a timeless and most engaging
collection."--Amy Hempel "Haunted and lyrical and edible all at once."--Rivka Galchen A young couple sets out to build a life together in an
unstable world haunted by monsters, plagued by disasters, full of longing--but also one of transformation, wonder, and delight, peopled by the
likes of Noah, Bob Dylan, the Virgin Mary, and Anne Frank. Hovering between reality and fantasy, whimsy and darkness, these linked fables
describe a universe both surreal and familiar. Helen Phillips received a 2009 Rona Jaffe Writer's Award, 2009 Meridian Editors' Prize, and 2008
Italo Calvino Fabulist Fiction Prize. Her work has appeared in many literary journals and two anthologies. She holds degrees from Yale
University and Brooklyn College, and teaches creative writing at Brooklyn College.
Since 1920 Oct 01 2020 As the years pass a quiet country house is overtaken by the growing city, until the granddaughter of the original
homeowner helps to restore the neighborhood to its former beauty.
Clock Dance Dec 23 2019 A bittersweet novel of family and self-discovery from the bestselling, award-winning author of A Spool of Blue
Thread Willa Drake can count on one hand the defining moments of her life: her mother’s disappearance when she was just a child, being
proposed to at an airport at the age of twenty-one, the accident that would leave her a widow in her forties. Each time, Willa ended up on a path
laid out for her by others. So when she receives a phone call from a stranger informing her that her son’s ex-girlfriend has been shot, she drops
everything and flies across the country. The spur-of-the moment decision to look after this woman and her nine-year-old daughter leads Willa into
uncharted territory and the eventual realisation that it’s never too late to choose your own path. 'She is and always will be my favourite author'
Liane Moriarty
The Blue House Mar 18 2022 In the tradition of Virginia Lee Burton's The Little House comes a heartfelt story about a father and son learning to
accept the new while honoring and celebrating the old. For as long as he can remember, Leo has lived in the blue house with his dad, but lately
the neighborhood is changing. People are leaving, houses are being knocked down, and shiny new buildings are going up in their place. When
Leo and his dad are forced to leave, they aren't happy about it. They howl and rage and dance out their feelings. When the time comes, they leave
the blue house behind--there was never any choice, not really--but little by little, they find a way to keep its memory alive in their new home.
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